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Abstract—Data reduction is an essential technique used for
purifying data, training discriminative models more efficiently,
encouraging generalizability, and for using less storage space
for memory-limited systems. The literature on data reduction
focuses mostly on dimensionality reduction, however, data sample
reduction (i.e. removal of data points from a dataset) has its own
benefits and is no less important given growing sizes of datasets
and the growing need for usable data analysis methods on the
network edge. This paper proposes a new data sample reduction
method, Principal Sample Analysis (PSA), which reduces the
number (population) of data samples as a preprocessing step for
classification. PSA ranks the samples of each class considering
how well they represent it and enables better discriminative
learning by using the sparsity and similarity of samples at the
same time. Data sample reduction then occurs by cutting off
the lowest ranked samples. The PSA method can work alongside
any other data reduction/expansion and classification method.
Experiments are carried out on three datasets (WDBC, AT&T,
and MNIST) with contrasting characteristics and show the state-
of-the-art effectiveness of the proposed method.

Index Terms—Data reduction, preprocessing, principal sample
analysis (PSA), storage efficiency, data ranking

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite increasing resources to store, train, and process
big datasets, it is often still desirable, or even necessary, to
reduce data. There are several motivations for data reduction,
such as (I) finding purer patterns or samples needed for
classification and pattern recognition, (II) excluding dummy
attributes or samples which do not carry much information
from data, and (III) reducing data for the sake of better space
and storage efficiency. There exist various dimensionality
reduction methods, such as random projection, Fisher Linear
Discriminant Analysis (FLDA) [1], [2], Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) [3], Principal Factor Analysis (PFA), Indepen-
dent Component Analysis (ICA), Multi-Dimensional Scaling
(MDS) [4], [5], Isomap [6], and Locally Linear Embedding
(LLE) [7].

Data reduction is mostly synonymous in the literature with
dimensionality reduction. However, data sample reduction,
which reduces the number of samples in a dataset, is an
orthogonal but equally important technique to consider. This
aspect of data reduction is somewhat under-represented in the
literature except for some sampling methods such as Simple
Random Sampling (SRS), Sorting by Distance from Mean
(SDM), Stratified Sampling [8], [9], and Separate Sampling
[10]. Most of these methods were initially developed for the

TABLE I: The landscape of data reduction/expansion.
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application of survey statistics [11] which often have the goal
of learning a parameter of interest about the population [12].
Our goal in this work is to provide a reduced sample of
the data points which enables better representation and
discrimination of classes. There exist several motivations for
our work:
• There usually exists some dummy information in the

data which is not completely useful (or is sometimes
even destructive) for discrimination or representation of
data. In other words, the data samples do not contribute
equal amounts of information to learning a discriminative
model and thus could be sorted by this information if it
can be quantified.

• In some cases, some part of data results in better discrim-
ination of classes than others.

• In some applications in edge computing, low-battery
embedded systems or space exploration, there is limited
possibility for storage or energy. In these domains it is
useful to store or transmit a portion of data which is its
best representation.

Our proposed algorithm, Principal Sample Analysis
(PSA), is a method for reducing the number of samples for
the goal of purifying the training set for classification, ranking
the samples, and better storage efficiency. One can imagine the
space of all data reduction approaches by considering methods
that reduce the data dimensionality or data population size.
Table I summarizes this landscape as we see it with nine differ-
ent categories based on the fact that either the dimensionality
or population size of the data can be reduced or increased.
Both dimensionality reduction (e.g., PCA) and expansion (e.g.,
kernel trick) have many use cases [13]. Data expansion in
terms of population is referred to as data augmentation in the
literature [14], [15] and is essential to scaling some modern
deep learning methods. The PSA method stands in the category



Fig. 1: Overall structure the proposed data reduction method

of reduction in the number (population) of samples while the
dimension of data does not change. Note that PSA can be used
with any other data reduction and expansion method, such as
PCA, as well as any classification algorithm.

In the proposed method, the samples of every class are
ranked from best to lowest with respect to representation of
class and discrimination of classes. The samples of every class
are partitioned into a major or minor set for each class. A
high-level summary of the PSA algorithm is illustrated in Fig.
1. The set of major samples are found primarily using set
scores obtained by regression, variance, between-class-scatter,
and within-class-scatter scores. Thereafter, the samples of the
found major set are ranked by their major scores obtained by
between-class and within-class scatter scores. In every class,
all the samples which are not in a major set are minor samples.
The minor samples are then ranked based on their minor
scores considering the major samples of classes. After finding
the ranks of samples, the samples of classes are sorted by the
obtained ranks and the lowest ranked samples are cut off to
reduce the data. The remaining top ranked samples we call
principal samples. The relative size of the major vs. minor
sets is a hyperparameter of the algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section II
introduces the PSA algorithm by explaining its stages in
detail. A two-dimensional visualization of the performance of
PSA is illustrated in Section III for a better interpretation of
how it works. Section III introduces the utilized datasets and
reports the experimental results which show PSA’s superior
performance against other sampling methods. Finally, Section
IV concludes the paper and discusses future directions.

II. METHODOLOGY

The PSA algorithm, works as a preprocessing step before
classification, regression, or data mining. In a classification
problem, there exist C classes indexed by j = {1, . . . , C}.
The N training samples are denoted by X , and the N j

training samples from the jth class are denoted by Xj . In this
paper, the superscript determines the class of sample unless
mentioned otherwise. The PSA algorithm consists of four
stages: preprocessing, finding sets of major samples, ranking
major samples, and ranking minor samples.

A. Preprocessing

The PSA algorithm, while being a preprocessing method
itself, might require preprocessing as the first step based on
the conditions of data. As is explained in the next section, PSA

applies regression on the samples of every class. However,
this requires at least (D−1) samples in every class to regress
data on a (D− 1)-dimensional space of samples of the class.
Therefore, the number of samples of every class must be at
least (D − 1). If this condition does not exist for a class,
either the number of samples of the class should be increased
or the dimensionality of data should be decreased to fulfill the
condition. There are several possible solutions: (I) linear (e.g.,
PCA) or non-linear (e.g., Isomap) dimensionality reduction,
(II) data augmentation, or (III) adding Gaussian noisy samples
to data. The first approach reduces dimensionality and the
second and third ones increase the number of samples. It is
noteworthy that in contrast to data augmentation, which can be
done differently for different classes, dimensionality reduction
must be applied to all classes even if there exist a sufficient
number of samples in one of the classes.

B. Finding Sets of Major Samples

1) Regression Score: A good representative set of samples
should contain samples which can predict all the data points in
the class with minimum error. Inspired by RANdom SAmple
Consensus (RANSAC) [16], N j

M samples of the jth class,
denoted by Xj

M , are randomly selected from the samples Xj

for several iterations IRANSAC. Note that because of prepro-
cessing, the number of samples of class (N j) is at least D.
If it is equal to D, only one iteration of RANSAC suffices
and thus all samples of the class fall in the best set (in other
words, N j

M = N j).
As in RANSAC, a regression method such as linear re-

gression [17] is applied to the selected samples for several
iterations, but with a difference. In our problem, there does
not exist any label as required by regression. To overcome
this challenge, regression is performed (D − 1) times where
each one of the dimensions is considered once as the label for
regression and the rest of dimensions form the observations
for regression. The reason of having (D − 1) iterations is
that the information of the Dth iteration exists in the pre-
vious iterations and is thus redundant. Suppose the vector
containing just the dimension d of samples Xj

M is denoted
by X jM [d], and X jM [−d] denotes the (N j

M × D)-size matrix[
1Nj

M×1
,X jM [1], . . . ,X jM [i], . . . ,X jM [D]

]
of the remaining di-

mensions where i ∈ {1, . . . , D}\{d}. Similar notations X j [d]
and X j [−d] exist for all the samples of jth class Xj . In every
iteration of RANSAC, the regression is performed on all N j



samples of the class and also on the N j
M major samples. The

regression coefficients are calculated as,

All samples:

βja =
(

(X j [−d])TX j [−d]
)−1

(X j [−d])TX j [d], (1)

Major samples:

βjM =
(

(X jM [−d])TX jM [−d]
)−1

(X jM [−d])TX jM [d]. (2)

Note that for
(

(X jM [−d])TX jM [−d]
)

to be full-rank and
invertable, at least (D−1) samples are required as mentioned
before. Moreover, if the selected samples form a good repre-
sentative of the all the data for class j, the two vectors βja and
βjM are closely parallel and have cosine close to 1. Therefore,
the regression score sj,RM of major samples is calculated as,

sj,RM = cos(βjM , β
j
a) =

(βjM )Tβja

||βjM ||2||β
j
a||2

, (3)

where ||.||2 denotes l2-norm. To have better intuition of why
the two vectors βja and βjM should be parallel, note that the
β vector of regression can be interpreted as a normal vector
to the hyperplane fitted to the data by the regression. In the
following, we briefly mention the proof of this interpretation.

Proof. Suppose there exist N D-dimensional observations
X = [x1, . . . , xN ] and N labels Y = [y1, . . . , yN ]T . Con-
sidering X = [1, XT ], the regression formulas are [17],

β = (X TX )−1X TY, (4)

where β = [β0, β1, . . . , βD]T = [β0, β
T
∗ ]T . Suppose two data

samples [1, xT1 ]T and [1, xT2 ]T are on the hyperplane with
equation βT∗ x+ β0 = 0. Therefore, βT∗ x1 + β0 = βT∗ x2 + β0
and βT∗ (x1−x2) = 0 which means β∗⊥(x1−x2). Noting that
the valuable information of intercept exists in β0, the whole
vector β can be interpreted as the normal vector.

Therefore, when βja and βjM are closely parallel, it means
that the major samples are representing a hyperplane almost
parallel to the hyperplane represented by all samples of class.

2) Variance Score: The major samples are supposed not
to be close to each other because very nearby samples share
similar information and therefore are redundant. On the other
hand, sampling from different sparse points in the space of
data gives a good estimation of the distribution of data. To
make the major samples far from each other, the scatter of
major samples of class j, denoted by Sj,νM , is calculated as,

Sj,νM =

Nj
M∑

i=1

(xjM,i − x
j
M )(xjM,i − x

j
M )T , (5)

where xjM,i is the ith sample in the set Xj
M , and xjM =

(1/N j
M )
∑Nj

M
i=1 x

j
M,i is the mean of samples in set Xj

M . As
the eigenspace of the scatter matrix carries information about
the variance of the data [17], [18], the variance score can be,

sj,νM =
∑

diag(Λ(Sj,νM )) ∝ Var(xjM ), (6)

where Λ(S) is the matrix whose diameter contains eigenvalues
of matrix S. Note that

∑
diag(Λ(S)) is equal to trace(S). The

larger the variance of major samples, the larger this score is.
3) Between Scatter Score: The major samples are supposed

to be farther from the other classes for the sake of more
discrimination. Therefore, the between scatter [1], [17] of
major samples of the jth class from the other classes is
calculated,

Sj,BM =

C∑
c=1,c 6=j

Nc∑
k=1

wck(xjM − x
c
k)(xjM − x

c
k)T , (7)

where C is the number of classes, xck is the kth sample of
class c, xjM is the mean of major samples in class j, and wck
is the weight associated with xck, calculated as,

wck =
1

2

(
1 + cos(xck, x

c)
)

=
1

2

(
1 +

xck.x
c

||xck||2||x
c||2

), (8)

where xc is the mean of class c. This weighting, which is
in the range [0, 1], gives more weight to the samples close
(parallel) to the mean of its own class, and gives less weight
to the samples very far from (not parallel to) the mean of its
class. Finally, the between scatter score is calculated as,

sj,BM =
∑

diag(Λ(Sj,BM )). (9)

4) Within Scatter Score: Although it is better for the major
samples to be sparse, as explained in variance score, they
should also be close to each other to represent the core of
the class. In other words, a trade-off exists between being
sparse and compact. The within scatter [1], [17] of the major
samples of the jth class is,

Sj,WM =

Nj
M∑

i=1

Nj
M∑

k=1,k 6=i

wjM,k(xjM,i − x
j
M,k)(xjM,i − x

j
M,k)T ,

(10)
where weight wjM,k is the same as equation (8) if substituting
xck and xc with xjM,k and xjM respectively. The within scatter
score is,

sj,WM =
∑

diag(Λ(Sj,WM )). (11)

5) Ranking Sets: The score of a set of major samples (set
score) is finally calculated as,

sjM = sj,RM × sj,νM × s
j,B
M × (1/sj,WM ), (12)

because a better set should have larger regression score, larger
variance score, larger between scatter score, and smaller within
scatter score. The algorithm for finding sets of major samples
is shown in Algorithm 1. This algorithm is performed for every
class j. As mentioned before, sets are randomly sampled from
training samples of the class for several iterations (see lines
7 and 9 of Algorithm 1). In every iteration, the set score of
selected samples is found and finally the set of samples having
the best set score is returned.



Algorithm 1 Finding sets of major samples in PSA

1: Inputs: X, j
2: Xj ← samples of class j in X
3: if N j = D then
4: IRANSAC ← 1, Xj

M ← Xj

5: return Xj
M

6: sbestSet ← −∞
7: for IRANSAC times do
8: Xj

M ← Randomly take N j
M samples from Xj

9: for d from 1 to D − 1 do
10: Compute βja and βjM
11: Compute scores sj,RM , sj,νM , sj,BM , sj,WM
12: sjM ← sj,RM × sj,νM × s

j,B
M × 1

sj,WM

13: if sjM > sbestSet then
14: sbestSet ← sjM
15: bestSetSamples ← Xj

M

16: return bestSetSamples

C. Ranking Major Samples

1) Between Scatter Score: The major samples are supposed
to be far from the other classes. The between scatter of a major
sample xjM,i in class j from the samples of other classes is
computed as,

Sj,BM,i =

C∑
c=1,c 6=j

Nc∑
k=1

wck(xjM,i − x
c
k)(xjM,i − x

c
k)T , (13)

where weight wck is the same as equation (8). Note that
equation (13) tries to capture the distance of major samples in
a major set from the samples of other classes, while equation
(7) captures the distance of the mean of a major set from the
samples of other classes. In other words, equations (13) and
(7) are for evaluating the individual major samples and the
entire set of major samples, respectively.

The between scatter score of a sample in the set is then
found as,

sj,BM,i =
∑

diag(Λ(Sj,BM,i)). (14)

2) Within Scatter Score: It is better for the major samples
to be close to the samples of their own class. The within scatter
of a major sample xjM,i in class j from the samples of its own
class is found as,

Sj,WM,i =

Nj∑
k=1

wjk(xjM,i − x
j
k)(xjM,i − x

j
k)T , (15)

where weight wjk is the same as equation (8) if substituting xck
and xc with xjk and xj respectively. The within scatter score
of a sample in the set is,

sj,WM,i =
∑

diag(Λ(Sj,WM,i )). (16)

Algorithm 2 Ranking major samples in PSA

1: Inputs: X,XM , j
2: for i from 1 to N j

M do
3: xjM,i ← sample i in Xj

M

4: Compute scores sj,BM,i, s
j,W
M,i

5: sjM,i ← sj,BM,i ×
1

sj,WM,i

6: ranks ← Sort in descending order according to sjM,i

7: return ranks

3) Ranking: The algorithm for ranking the major samples
is shown in Algorithm 2. The score of a major sample is,

sjM,i = sj,BM,i × (1/sj,WM,i ), (17)

because the better sample in the major set is farther from the
samples of other classes and is closer to samples of its own
class. This score is found for every sample in the best major
set of the class and the major samples are ranked by these
scores.

D. Ranking Minor Samples

1) Between Scatter Score: It is better for the minor samples
to be far from the major samples of other classes. Here, the
major samples of other classes are assumed to be proper and
purer representatives of their classes, and thus the found major
samples are used rather than whole samples of other classes in
calculations for ranking minor samples. The between scatter
score of a minor sample xjm,i in class j from the major samples
of other classes is found as,

Sj,Bm,i =

C∑
c=1,c 6=j

Nc
M∑

k=1

wcM,k(xjm,i−xcM,k)(xjm,i−xcM,k)T , (18)

where xcM,k is the indexed sample in the sorted major samples
according their score (i.e., xcM,1 has the best rank in set of
majors). The weight wcM,k is,

wcM,k =
N c
M − k + 1

N c
M (N c

M + 1)/2
, (19)

which gives larger weight to better ranked major samples
because they are more important to their class. These weights
are in the range [0,1] and are summed to one. The between
scatter score of a minor sample is,

sj,Bm,i =
∑

diag(Λ(Sj,Bm,i)). (20)

2) Within Scatter Score: The minor samples should also be
close to the major samples of their own class. Again, here the
major samples are taken as good representatives of the class.
The within scatter of a minor sample from the major samples
of its class is calculated as,

Sj,Wm,i =

Nj
M∑

k=1

wjM,k(xjm,i − xjM,k)(xjm,i − xjM,k)T , (21)



Algorithm 3 Ranking minor samples in PSA

1: Inputs: X,XM , j, ranks
2: for i from 1 to N j do
3: xjm,i ← sample i in Xj\Xj

M

4: Compute scores sj,Bm,i, s
j,W
m,i

5: sjm,i ← sj,Bm,i × 1

sj,Wm,i

6: Update ranks ← Sort in descending order according to
sjm,i and ranks

7: return ranks

where weight wjk is the same as equation (19) if substituting
N c
M with N j

M . The within scatter score of a minor sample is,

sj,Wm,i =
∑

diag(Λ(Sj,Wm,i )). (22)

3) Ranking: The algorithm for ranking the minor samples
is shown in Algorithm 3. The score of a minor sample is,

sjm,i = sj,Bm,i × (1/sj,Wm,i ), (23)

because a better minor sample is farther from the major
samples of other classes and is closer to major samples of its
own class. This score is found for every minor sample of class
and the minor samples are ranked by the scores. Finally, in
every class, the ranks of minor samples are concatenated after
the ranks of major samples to have the ranks of all samples
in the class.

E. Overall Algorithm

The overall proposed PSA algorithm is shown in Algorithm
4 in which, after a possible preprocessing stage, the best sets of
major samples in every class are found primarily. Thereafter,
the major samples are ranked in every class. Finally, the
minor samples are also ranked and the overall ranks are
found by concatenating the minor samples after the major
samples. However, note that if, in the preprocessing step, the
noisy samples were added to the training set of a class, the
ranks of those samples should be omitted and the ranks of
original samples updated accordingly. Finally, for every class,
the samples are sorted based on their ranks and the N best
samples are selected as the principal samples. Note that N is
a hyperparameter to be specified and could in principle have
different values for different classes.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Two-Dimensional Visualization

For better understanding the flow and performance of
the PSA algorithm, we show the results of a simple two-
dimensional case with samples illustrated as well as their ranks
in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2a, three classes are created with
different characteristics to show the effectiveness of PSA on
different conditions. The first class, with population of 30, has
different variances in its dimensions, while the second class
has 50 samples and its variances are equal in both dimensions.
The third class, on the other hand, has 40 samples and is denser

Algorithm 4 PSA

1: Inputs: X , N
2: X ← Preprocessing(X)
3: for every class j from 1 to C do
4: Xj

M ← Find sets of major samples(X, j)
5: for every class j from 1 to C do
6: ranks ← Rank major samples(X,Xj

M , j)
7: ranks ← Rank minor samples(X,XM , j, ranks)
8: if noisy samples were added in preprocessing then
9: ranks← Remove the ranks of added noisy samples

10: Sort the samples of class based on ranks
11: principal samples ← Select the N best samples
12: return ranks and principal samples for every class

than the other two classes. Figure 2b illustrates the found sets
of major samples in the three classes. As expected, the major
samples are diverse enough to represent the classes while
they are considering the regions of classes. The ranked major
samples are shown in Fig. 2c where the larger marker means
better rank. The best ranks are determined by considering both
similarities and diversities. Figure 2d shows the ranks of minor
samples. As can be seen in this figure, the minor samples
are ranked according to their distance from major samples of
their own and other classes. The final ranked samples obtained
by PSA are depicted in Fig. 2e. For the sake of comparison,
the samples are also ranked by SDM method. In SDM, the
samples of a class are ranked by their distance from the mean
of the class in ascending order. The ranks obtained by SDM are
shown in Fig. 2f. Comparing figures 2e and 2f demonstrates
that SDM concentrates on the mean of each class, while PSA
takes into account the representation of classes, discrimination
of classes, similarities, and diversities at the same time. As it
will be reported in the experiments, PSA strongly outperforms
SDM and the intuitive reason can be seen in these two figures.

B. Utilized Datasets

In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed method
for data reduction, PSA is applied on three datasets having
different characteristics, the Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast Can-
cer (WDBC) dataset [19], [20], the AT&T face dataset [21],
[22], and the MNIST dataset [23], [24]. The WDBC dataset
includes 569 samples with 32 dimensions and two classes
M and B standing for malignant and benign, respectively.
The AT&T face dataset includes facial images of 40 persons
each having 10 samples with different poses and expressions.
MNIST is a dataset of ten handwritten digits with 60,000
training and 10,000 testing samples. The MNIST dataset is
a representative of a small number of classes each having
a large number of samples with large dimensionality. The
AT&T dataset is representative of datasets having a large
number of classes each having a small number of samples
with large dimensionality. The WDBC dataset, on the other
hand, includes a small number of classes and a small number
of dimensions because of not being an image dataset.



(a) 2D samples of three classes (b) Finding sets of major samples in the classes

(c) Ranking major samples in each class (d) Ranking minor samples in each class

(e) Ranked samples by PSA (f) Ranked samples by SDM

Fig. 2: Two-dimensional visualization of PSA performance and its visual comparison to SDM.



TABLE II: Results on WDBC dataset

Portion SVM LDA QDA RF LR NB

PSA
20% 92.98% 90.76% 62.57% 92.63% 92.45% 93.80%
60% 94.56% 95.49% 94.61% 93.21% 94.79% 94.03%
90% 95.26% 95.61% 95.08% 93.15% 94.79% 94.03%

SRS
20% 92.78% 91.13% 62.57% 92.62% 92.79% 94.00%
60% 94.80% 94.84% 94.73% 92.79% 94.71% 94.08%
90% 95.15% 95.33% 95.19% 92.98% 94.90% 94.13%

SDM
20% 90.23% 89.41% 62.57% 90.11% 90.00% 88.07%
60% 89.18% 93.39% 90.58% 86.54% 88.71% 93.09%
90% 93.91% 96.08% 93.80% 92.16% 94.32% 94.09%

Entire Data 100% 95.20% 95.55% 95.20% 92.80% 94.91% 94.26%

C. Experiments

We compare PSA with SRS, SDM, and the entire dataset
(100% of samples). In SRS, all samples of a class have equal
probability of selection and the sampling from instances of
a class is without replacement [8], [9]. In all experiments of
SRS, sampling is performed 20 times and the average result
is considered as the result of that fold in cross validation. In
SDM, the samples of a class are ranked by their distance from
the mean of the class in ascending order. The selection of sam-
ples is done from the best ranked samples which are closest to
the mean. Note that for PSA, SRS, and SDM, we experiment
with different amounts of data reduction, retaining 6%, 20%,
60% (or 50%), 90%, and 100% of the data before carrying
out classification. We set the appropriate portions according
to the size of each dataset. Six different classifiers are used
for verifying the effectiveness of the proposed method when
using any classifier; we use Support Vector Machines (SVM),
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Quadratic Discriminant
Analysis (QDA), Random Forest (RF), Logistic Regression
(LR), and Gaussian Naive Bayes (NB).

1) Experiments on the WDBC dataset: For the WDBC
dataset, data was shuffled and then split into train/test sets
using stratified sampling [8] in 10-fold cross validation with
0.3 for size portion of test set. The average accuracy rates of
the folds are reported in Table II. In tables, bold indicates the
best result for each portion for a given data reduction/classifier
combination. As seen in Table II, using PSA while retaining
90% of the data even outperforms using the entire dataset for
SVM, LDA, and RF classifiers. This shows that not all the
training samples have a constructive impact on training. Also
note that for RF and LR classifiers using PSA, the accuracy of
portion 60% outperforms portion 90%. This shows that there
exists some dummy training samples which can be removed
especially for the sake of space efficiency. In most of the cases
for any portion and any classifier, PSA strongly outperforms
SDM. The reason is that SDM gives more attention to the
samples close to mean and thus it cannot capture the disparity
and variance of a dataset properly. In contrast, the PSA
algorithm considers both similarities and variances at the same
time. Compared to SRS, PSA outperforms it in cases SVM
(90%), LDA and RF (90% and 60%), and LR (60%). This
shows that PSA works better than merely random sampling
from a dataset because it tries to value the more important

TABLE III: Results on AT&T dataset

Portion SVM LDA QDA RF LR NB

PSA
50% 87.91% 88.16% 16.50% 21.83% 77.66% 61.00%
90% 95.50% 90.33% 23.08% 34.66% 85.83% 86.08%

SRS
50% 87.37% 87.17% 17.12% 19.30% 78.22% 59.86%
90% 95.66% 91.50% 23.97% 31.67% 85.35% 85.45%

SDM
50% 76.00% 79.33% 15.58% 16.91% 70.41% 49.33%
90% 94.50% 88.91% 22.16% 32.16% 82.83% 79.83%

Entire Data 100% 96.66% 92.33% 23.25% 30.75% 86.50% 87.75%

TABLE IV: Results on MNIST dataset

Portion SVM LDA QDA RF LR NB

PSA
6% 47.97% 84.52% 94.83% 61.14% 86.24% 84.86%
50& 65.42% 84.49% 95.01% 61.47% 86.80% 85.46%
90% 71.90% 84.55& 94.95% 61.76% 86.85% 85.32%

SRS
6% 52.70% 84.32% 94.36% 60.07% 86.33% 84.83%

50% 69.91% 84.55% 94.98% 60.30% 86.85% 85.28%
90% 72.13% 84.55% 95.01% 60.44% 86.85% 85.34%

SDM
6% 64.46% 77.97% 74.33% 57.27% 73.95% 68.69%

50% 71.08% 81.31% 87.48% 57.43% 82.73% 78.44%
90% 75.21% 83.95% 93.91% 60.20% 86.71% 84.14%

Entire Data 100% 76.22% 84.51% 95.03% 60.67% 86.78% 85.30%

samples in discrimination while SRS looks at all samples with
the same eye. Note that PSA is performed once while SRS is
performed 20 times so that in some cases SRS outperforms
PSA as some bad results are absorbed in averaging.

2) Experiments on the AT&T dataset: For the AT&T
dataset, the same cross validation setup was used with PCA
used as a preprocessing step due to the high dimensionality
of images. The accuracy rates of experiments on this dataset
are reported in Table III. PSA outperforms using the entire
data for RF classifier (portion 90%). Apart from this case,
PSA does not outperform the entire data because in this
dataset, the number of samples of every class is very small
compared to the number of classes and sampling is mostly
expected to reduce the accuracy slightly. In all portions and
classifiers, PSA strongly outperforms SDM due to the use of
the disparity and variance of data in addition to similarities of
samples in every class. Moreover, one strength of PSA over
SRS is valuing the samples based on their representation and
discrimination. This explains why in most of the cases, which
are SVM and LDA (50%), RF and NB (50% and 90%), and
LR (90%), PSA strongly outperforms SRS.

3) Experiments on the MNIST dataset: The MNIST dataset
has its own standard training/testing sets which were used
in this work. Similar to the AT&T dataset, PCA is applied
on the image data as a preprocessing step. The accuracy
rates of experiments on this dataset are reported in Table IV.
As shown in this table, PSA with portion 90% outperforms
using the entire data for LDA, RF, LR, and NB classifiers.
It is interesting that PSA even outperforms using the entire
dataset in portions 6% (using LDA and RF) and 50% (using
RF, LR, and NB). In the cases LDA (6%), QDA and NB
(6% and 50%), and RF (6%, 50%, and 90%), PSA strongly
outperforms SRS. Moreover, in all portions using all classifiers
except SVM, PSA strongly outperforms SDM in this dataset.
To better compare PSA, SRS, and SDM, see Fig. 3 which



Fig. 3: Top ranked samples of MNIST dataset using (a) PSA,
(b) SRS, and (c) SDM methods.

depicts the top ranked samples of every class in MNIST dataset
using these three methods. For SRS, the random samples of
one of the runs are shown. Comparing PSA and SDM, PSA
has captured more diverse samples because of taking both
similarities and variances into account, while SDM gives top
ranks to the samples close to mean and thus the top ranks
are very similar. Comparing PSA and SRS, more diverse but
‘better’ representative samples of digits are selected by PSA.
For PSA, this is specifically seen for digits 1 (different slopes),
2 and 3 (styles), 4 (two different types of writing), 5, 6, 7, and
8 (styles), and 9 (slopes).

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A new data reduction method, Principal Sample Analysis,
was proposed which was shown to outperform other data
reduction approaches on a diverse range of data problems. The
algorithm is useful for ranking samples of every class based on
the discriminative information of data samples. Moreover, it
was shown that PSA can outperform other sampling methods
such as SRS and SDM in many cases, and this shows the
effectiveness of the proposed data reduction method. Inter-
estingly, PSA outperforms even the use of the entire data
in many cases which shows that how a reduced dataset can
be useful for improved accuracy as well as memory savings.
This paper has introduced the concept of PSA but has not
focused on computational efficiency of the algorithm. The
current runtime is dominated by computation of the regression
score where random sampling is done several times while
a loop is performed in every iteration of random sampling.

For now, high-dimensional data such as images need to be
reduced in dimension before feeding to PSA, although the
ranked samples would retain the original dimensions finally.
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